
 ▶ Blackout Mode via Switch 
     Blackout ability with the flip of a switch to instantly  
     conceal yourself.  

 ▶ Infrared Light 
     Maintain visibility while in blackout mode with infrared light.

 ▶ White Panels 
     Effortlessly camouflage into winter and snowy environments.  

 ▶ Hitch 
     Easily tow trailers full of gear and supplies up to 1200 lb.

SPECIALIZED MILITARY FEATURES

MOBILITY MADE EASY

ARCTIC MOBILITY

GO WHERE 
OTHERS CAN’T
Tough conditions require tougher vehicles. Take on the 
most challenging arctic environments with the Military 
850 PRO RMK 155 and the Military 650 TITAN 155.

MILITARY 650 TITAN 155
Ideal for moving personnel and equipment with its longer, wider, and 
more stable track.

A lightweight and agile design for patrol and reconnaissance.

 ▶ 650 Patriot Engine

 ▶ High Clearance IFS

 ▶ Trailbreaker Skis

 ▶ Winch

 ▶ Electric Start (Standard)

 ▶ BackTrak20 Rear Suspension

 ▶ 155 Inch Track, 1.8 Cobra

 ▶ Tall Smoke Windshield

MILITARY 850 PRO RMK 155

 ▶ Gripper Skis

 ▶ Mid Smoke Windshield

 ▶ Velocity Shocks

 ▶ Electric Start (Standard)

 ▶ High Elevation Clutching

 ▶ 155 Inch Track, 2.75 QD2

 ▶ 850 Patriot Engine



SPECIALIZED PERFORMANCE DEEP SNOW VERSATILITY

COMFORT & CAPABILITY COMFORT & CONTROL

CONFIDENT HANDLING

Narrow Cockpit
Experience greater balance, on-trail precision and effortless rider 
control in a wide variety of terrains. 

Narrow Seat, Tank, and Console
Experience next level operator control, agility and deep snow 
precision navigation.

Tall Windshield & Hand Guards 
Endure longer missions with increased operator comforts and 
wind protection in harsh conditions. 

Velocity Shocks 
Ride easier through the backcountry with these fully adjustable, 
durable, and versatile shocks.

High-Clearance Front Suspension & BackTrak20  
Rear Suspension 
Take on obstacles and tough terrain confidently with articulated 
front & rear suspension—no matter if it’s forward or reverse.

Full-Length Cooler, Tapered Tunnel, and  
High-Elevation Clutching 
Keep engines operating their best in varying snow conditions 
and elevations.

Integrated Rack
Easily transport up to 125 lb of cargo on the integrated rack.

Proven Suspension Architecture 
Ride with confidence thanks to our light, rigid, and durable 
suspension architecture.

20” x 155” Cobra Two-ply Track (1.8” lug height) 
Navigate complex terrain and obstacles with confidence through 
added traction and flotation.

650 Patriot Engine
Hit the snow with quicker throttle response, increased power, 
and superior capability. 

850 Patriot Engine
Feel the difference of the 850 Patriot Engine’s relentless 
acceleration, power, and durability.

Standard Work Light
Get the job done day or night with a standard work light.  

Trailbreaker Ski
Break new ground in any direction—on-trail or off-trail—through 
legendary capability and performance.

MILITARY 650 
TITAN 155

MILITARY 850 
PRO RMK 155

All pricing, specifications, claims and information contained in this brochure are based on information  
available at the time of publication. Polaris assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies, opinion, or  
omissions in those publications. All pricing, specifications, and descriptions are subject to change without  
notice, and Polaris assumes no responsibility for changes in pricing or specifications. Always read and follow the 
Owner’s Manual for the approved markings for helmets and eye protection ©2024 Polaris Industries Inc.
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READY TO PUT THESE VEHICLES TO WORK?

ARCTIC MOBILITY


